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Background and Purpose: Different studies have highlighted health care allocation problems in Slovenia that indi-
cate the increased need for homecare services for the elderly. It was also found that Slovenian municipalities differ 
dramatically in the availability of elder care services. A number of older people with diverse unmet needs for care 
remains. Therefore, the need for the establishment of an additional type of formal homecare services for the elderly 
exists.
Design/Methodology/Approach: Although many positive effects of home elder care against institutional care are 
stressed in the literature, the results of many studies performed in recent years have indicated that accessibility of 
homecare for elderly in Slovenia remains scarce, and it is not equally accessible throughout the country. To mitigate 
this problem, a new organizational form called “elder homecare service provider” is indicated. The aim of the provider 
is to offer a variety of different services for the elderly (e.g. homemaking, social networking, transfer services, basic 
life needs, basic health services, etc.). The establishment of such an organization needs to be designed carefuly, 
while the unique characteristics and specific needs of the target population must be addressed to optimize desired 
outcomes. 
Results: The aim of the paper is to provide fundamental guidelines for the establishment of elder homecare service 
provider. All essential characteristics of such an organization are defined. To ensure an appropriate level of service 
quality, the primarly focus is oriented towards the planning of personnel team capacity. For this purpose, the service 
provider was described using the stochastic queueing model, which enables service capacity optimization consid-
ering different performance measures. The usefulness of the model was illustrated with a numerical example, which 
has shown that the results obtained provide valuable information for decision support. 
Conclusion: The establishment of a homecare service provider network would have many positive effects on society 
in general. The quality of the everyday life of the elderly is expected to be improved considerably, particularly in the 
rural areas where a lack of institutional care support is reported. Guidelines proposed in the paper together with the 
quantitave model for planning of its optimal capacity provide useful information, which are especially relevant in the 
preliminary phase of the establishment of service providers.
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1 Introduction

Population ageing is characterized by a rise in the share 
of the elderly population, resulting from longer life ex-
pectancy and declining fertility rates. On average, across 

OECD countries, the share of the population aged over 65 
has increased from less than 9% in 1960 to 15% in 2010 
and is expected to nearly double in the next four decades to 
reach 27% in 2050 (OECD, 2013). Moreover, the propor-
tion of individuals aged 80 and more is expected to almost 
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triple, from 4% in 2004 to 11.4% in 2050 (OECD, 2013). 
Eurostat data also indicate that in 2011 26.6% of the pop-
ulation aged between 65 and 74 as well as 35.4% of the 
population aged 75 and over reported strong limitations in 
activities of daily living, while about 6.7% of them are re-
ported to receive long-term care (LTC) (EU-SILC survey 
as cited in Hlebec et al., 2016a).

Since population ageing has significant effects on Eu-
ropean societies, the problem of elder care has attracted 
many authors. For example, in the ENEPRI1 report, the 
organization and provision of LTC for the elderly popu-
lation in 21 Member States of the European Union was 
investigated (Riedel and Kraus, 2011). In their study, Bo-
lin et al. (2008) analysed whether informal care,2 provid-
ed by family members, and formal care3 are substitutes or 
complements, and whether this relationship differs across 
Europe. The authors determined that informal and formal 
homecare are substitutes, while informal care is a comple-
ment to doctor and hospital visits. Furthermore, Gannon 
and Davin (2010) studied the use of formal and informal 
care services among older people in Ireland and France. 
Their results highlighted some health care allocation prob-
lems which indicate the increased need of homecare ser-
vices for dependent elderly people. Several studies have 
also proved that health-care costs rise as the proportion of 
elderly increase (see e.g. Rechel et al., 2009).

Results of the studies performed in Slovenia show 
that the situation is quite similar as in other parts of Eu-
rope. The main available LTC services in Slovenia can be 
divided into institutional care, homecare, and social ser-
vices (Prevolnik Rupel et al., 2010). Results of the case 
study Genet et al. (2013) revealed that institutional care 
was more prevalent among Slovenes than homecare was. 
The reason lies in the accessibility of homecare, which was 
scarce (only 1.7% of people 65+ received social homecare 
in 2009), it covered only 20 hours per week, and it was not 
equally accessible throughout the country. However, due 
to population ageing, the demand for LTC is growing and 
cannot be met by providers of formal services. Therefore, 
the need for performing informal services is increasing. 
The results of the recent study by Hlebec et al. (2016b) 
showed that the role of home elder care has enlarged. The 
authors have proclaimed informal care to be the most 
wide-spread form of care for the older people in Slovenia. 
In contrast, another study by Hlebec et al. (2016a) revealed 
that, despite the efforts toward care for dependent elder-

ly in Slovenia, there are still a proportion of older peo-
ple with several needs for care, which are being unmet. 
Furthermore, the research by Hlebec et al. (2014) showed 
that municipalities in Slovenia differ dramatically in the 
availability of care for the older people. Some offer only a 
poor quality of care (mainly smaller rural municipalities), 
while others provide higher quality of care and a strong 
combination of both institutional and homecare.

Since the capacities of formal institutions providing 
elder care services are limited, the Slovenian strategy of 
LTC from 2010 is oriented towards homecare while insti-
tutional care should be provided only in the case when the 
care is so demanding or costly that the provision of it at 
home is impossible. Such orientation has human, moral, 
and economic advantages. Prevolnik Rupel et al. (2010) 
reported that living at home strongly impacts the quality of 
life and the success of care, as well as its costs, which are 
lower in a case of cooperation of family and friends of the 
elderly. The authors also stress many benefits of home el-
der care (formal or informal) against institutional care. For 
example, the study of Bolin et al. (2008) has shown that 
informal homecare reduces the risk of depression in the 
elderly and that formal homecare increases their general 
mental health. Therefore, this is probably one of the main 
reasons why many older people prefer to grow old in the 
privacy of their homes rather than in an institution like a 
home for the elderly (Riedel & Kraus, 2011).

According to the statements listed above, we can con-
clude that in Slovenia exists a considerable need for the 
establishment of a new type of formal organization pro-
viding homecare services adjusted especially for elderly 
people. In this context, we present the concept of elderly 
homecare service provider, which can offer a variety of 
different services (e.g. homemaking, social networking, 
transfer services, basic life needs, basic health services, 
etc.) at the homes of the elderly. Such an organization 
would be especially worthwhile in the rural areas, where 
the support of institutional care is often insufficient.

The institute of formal home-healthcare services is not 
something entirely new in Slovenia. One of the most fre-
quently used approaches is “home nursing” which is organ-
ized as an independent organizational unit within primary 
health care institutions. The provider of home nursing care 
is a nurse, who is employed within the primary health care 
institution, where all the services provided are 100% paid 
for by the Health Insurance Institute of Slovenia (Prevol-

1 
1 European Network of Economic Policy Research Institutes
2 The “textbook” definition of informal care is “a nonmarket composite commodity consisting of heterogeneous parts produced by 
one or more members of the social environment of the care recipient as a result of the care demands of the care recipient.” Simply 
put, informal care is unpaid care provided by family, friends, and volunteers based on a complex social relationship between the 
carer and the supported person (IFA, 2014)).
3 Formal care refers to paid care services by a healthcare institution or individual for a person in need. Formal care is available in 
most countries privately and publicly although public formal care is significantly more limited than private options. It is widely 
recognized that formal care is often a last case resort which is only chosen by family members or friends who can no longer provide 
the necessary care to their loved one (IFA, 2014).
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nik Rupel et al., 2010). Since the empirical results (Pre-
volnik Rupel et al., 2010) proved that home nursing is 
well-accepted among the elderly population (the number 
of persons aged 60 and over who need home nursing care 
is increasing), the idea is to establish a service provider 
who would offer wider assortment of services, but the ser-
vices would be strictly oriented to the elderly population 
who still live in their homes. In our opinion, such a new 
approach can result in many positive effects on society as 
a whole. In addition to the already mentioned positive ef-
fects on quality of everyday life, such institutions can also 
relieve the burden on institutional facilities such as homes 
for elderly or nursing homes and hospitals (Hlebec, 2014). 
Moreover, the elderly homecare service provider can aid 
the busy family members who must take care to their old-
er relatives. Finally, such solutions represent an excellent 
opportunity for youth employment, either in the form of 
business marketing opportunities, public-private partner-
ships or social entrepreneurship.

Although some experiences in providing formal 
home-healthcare services exist, the establishment of an 
elderly homecare service provider requires an elaborate 
approach. Such an organization needs to be designed care-
fuly, and the unique characteristics and specific needs of 
the target population must be addressed in order to opti-
mize desired outcomes. The aim of this paper is to provide 
fundamental guidelines for the establishment an elderly 
homecare service provider. All key organizational char-
acteristics which have to be taken into account before a 
new service is launched on the market are defined. To en-
sure an appropriate level of service quality, the focus is 
oriented towards the planning of personnel team capaci-
ties. For this purpose, we developed a model based on a 
queuing theory approach, and illustrate its usefulness with 
a numerical example. The model enables the calculation 
of different performance measures of the elderly homecare 
service provider, such as traffic intensity, the probability 
that a customer who enters the service provider cannot be 
served immediately but must wait for the service, expect-
ed number of waiting customers, expected waiting time, 
etc. Such measures are worthwhile especially in the pre-
liminary phase of a service provider establishment, and 
represent useful information for decision making to ensure 
an appropriate level of service quality under minimal op-
erating costs.

Results of a literature review about homecare, provid-
ed by Basher et al. (2012), indicated that the majority of 
the literature work in this area is about assignment and 
routing problems, while the issues like resource dimen-
sioning, homecare modelling, and districting problems are 
less frequently treated. From a methodological point of 
view, our contribution attempts to fill this gap by model-
ling an elderly homecare service provider with a stochastic 
queuing model.

The paper is organized as follows: in the second sec-

tion, we have examined theoretical aspects of main organ-
izational characteristics of an elderly homecare service 
provider. These characteristics must be considered in the 
preliminary phase of the establishment of an elderly home-
care service provider. Furthermore, we provide a stochas-
tic queuing model for the planning of optimal capacity of 
the personnel team. The model enables the calculation of 
various performance measures that provide valuable infor-
mation for decision support as well as cost optimization. 
The usefulness of the model is illustrated with a numerical 
example. Finally, the main conclusions are discussed, and 
the directions for future research are indicated.

2 Organizational characteristics 
of the elderly homecare service 
provider

Successfully introducing new products or services into 
the market is vital to the long-term growth of a company 
(Kotler, & Keller, 2006). Before a new service is launched, 
providers create programs to maximize the chance of 
success. This is often a challenging managerial decision 
because, in order to set the appropriate pricing levels as 
well as advertising and promotion budgets, providers must 
have reliable estimates for to respond to different levels of 
organizational characteristics (Luan, & Sudhir, 2010). The 
distinctive nature of service performances requires strate-
gic elements, such as service elements, price, promotion, 
and people (Lovelock, & Wright, 2002, Ambler, 2003; 
Farris et al. 2010; Lehmann, & Reibstein, 2006). Kajonius 
(2016) for example defines the social service structure as 
all factors affecting the conditions of caregiving, such as 
budget resources, staff training, reward systems, payment 
methods, facilities, and equipment.

Services are generally associated with the everyday 
needs and desires of people. A service is an act or per-
formance offered by one party to another (Lovelock, & 
Wright, 2002). Several studies to assess perceived service 
quality have been performed in the healthcare industry. 
Some have been done regarding public healthcare (Aagja, 
& Garg, 2010, Camilleri, & O’Callaghan, 1998) while oth-
ers address private healthcare (Camilleri, & O’Callaghan, 
1998). The fact is that specific needs emerge daily and 
are associated with basic necessities of life. In contrast, 
there are also occasional needs that do not need to be sat-
isfied daily. Most importantly, the range of services must 
be taken as understanding the needs and desires of elderly 
people. The expanded range can follow in consensus and 
according to the agreement with the individual.

Any service or product manufacturing is inevitably 
linked to the cost component. Price and other user outlays 
cover the expenditures of money, time, and effort that cus-
tomers incur in purchasing and consuming services (Love-
lock, & Wright, 2002). The LTC expenses are divided 
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into public and private expenditures, and expenditures for 
health and social LTC. Almost 80% of all expenditures for 
long-term social and health care are public expenditures 
(Prevolnik Rupel et al., 2010). In defining the pricing pol-
icy of the elderly homecare service provider, we are faced 
with price differentiation, which requires a more sophisti-
cated analysis of defining service prices given the degree 
of scarcity of financial resources. We argue that service is 
not simply a market-based approach to provide services in 
the direction of profits, but is accompanied with a wider 
social responsibility, we steer toward the consistency of 
setting cost carriers to the interests of local communities 
or states. For such services, either a public-private partner-
ship or the preparation of subsidies for vulnerable groups 
is considered. 

Communication is both a competence that all ser-
vice providers must master and an opportunity to bring 
out a word about them to the right place. Communication 
through promotion and education means all communica-
tion activities and incentives designed to build custom-
er preference for a specific service or service provider 
(Lovelock, & Wright, 2010). Because television is the 
most accessible technology for elderly, it can be an im-
portant technological device to serve this population seg-
ment, through features such as distance helping, support 
of services that promote social interaction on collective 
viewing, provision of medical information, or information 
dissemination about public services (Telmo et al., 2016). 
The basic promotional web is associated with the selection 
of a suitable location (the market, shopping centres, spas, 
hospitals, hotels for elderly people) and with all the tools 
that the marketing communication provides: advertising 
(e.g. web portals such as med.over.net, 24ur.com, siol.net, 
newsletters of pensioners’ organizations, advertisements in 
local newspapers, etc.), sales promotion (e.g. by prepar-
ing favourable offers for certain seasonal chores), direct 
marketing (e.g. through catalogues that are sent to the per-
sonal address of potential users), personal sales (e.g. the 
establishment of personal communication and presentation 
of the services), and public relations (e.g. with an inde-
pendent advertisement about the service provider in the 
already mentioned advertising media). Equally important 
are the tangible elements of the communication, such as a 
recognizable logo of the service provider, car equipment, 
uniforms, etc. Several studies indicate that Internet and 
telecommunication technologies and infrastructures may 
contribute significantly to the performance of health care 
systems (Smits, & Janssen, 2008; Babulak, 2006). The ex-
istence of a network of health care, social care, and profes-
sional service providers, working articulately with an un-
derlying effective management and intermediation service, 
based on an electronic marketplace for health and social 
care services, can be a powerful tool and result in effective 
and efficient service to people with special needs and to the 
population in general (Cruz-Cunha et al., 2012). 

Employees involved in service production are a distinc-
tive element within the organization (Lovelock, & Wright, 
2010). The key elements of professionalism and person-
al qualities assessment of service providers are clearly 
competences. In the context of providing services to the 
elderly, we assume that the main competences are linked 
to communication skills, social sensitivity, work versatil-
ity, integrity, ethics, and morals, flexibility, language lit-
eracy, body language, computer literacy, and ingenuity. 
There is a multitude of human resource practices that have 
been shown to have a positive correlation with business 
performance (Kesti, 2012). The status and role of human 
resource managers in the field of strategic management are 
closely related to its importance for human resources in 
terms of success and competitiveness of the organization. 
With the growing importance of intangible assets for the 
organization, the impact of strategic human resource man-
agement arises. This factor determines the significance 
of the human resource role in the organization. This fact 
reflects the human capital theory, according to which the 
costs associated with the procedures and processes in hu-
man resources should be viewed as an investment that will 
generate income in the future (Becker et al. 2001). 

3 Planning of service provider 
capacity

The performance of any healthcare system is measured by 
its capacity and waiting cost optimization. In general, the 
healthcare system works as a queuing system in which pa-
tients (i.e. customers) arrive, wait for services, obtain ser-
vice, and then depart. Potential disparity between custom-
ers’ demand for a service and the system capacity available 
to meet that demand usually results in delays, which leads 
to higher cost of system operation and consequently to the 
dissatisfaction of customers. To improve the effectiveness 
of such a system a queueing theory approach (Beichelt, 
2006; Hudoklin Božič, 2003) can be applied, and provide 
useful information to enhance decision making. The com-
prehensive overview of contributions and applications of 
queueing theory in the field of healthcare is provided by 
Fomundam, & Herrmann (2007) or Singh (2006).

Considering an elderly homecare service provider, we 
can ascertain that the situation is quite similar to that of 
other healthcare or social systems. The primary objective 
of an elderly homecare service provider (in the following 
text “service provider”) management is to organize activ-
ities in such way to ensure an appropriate level of service 
quality while the operating costs remain manageable. This 
raises questions such as:

• What is the maximal number of customers (i.e. elder-
ly individuals) that the personnel team of the service 
provider is able to serve if we want to ensure that 
the offered services will satisfy the acceptable quality 
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level (i.e. response times and consequently waiting 
times are not too long; fraction of customers who 
cannot be served immediately and need to wait for 
the service is not too high, etc.)? 

• What is the minimal service capacity (i.e. expense of 
the personnel team, number of servers) if the service 
provider wants to supply an elderly population of a 
given size?

• What level of service capacity should be offered to 
ensure the total costs of the service provider opera-
tion are minimal?

In the next section, we present a stochastic queueing model 
whose application to a real situation can provide precise 
answers to similar questions. The usefulness of the model 
is illustrated by a hypothetical numerical example.

3.1 Model assumptions

We based our model on the following assumptions:
• the customers’ requests to the service provider arrive 

according to a Poisson process with rate α,
• the service provider personnel team employ r work-

ers (i.e. servers) who fulfil the customers’ requests,
• the service times of any server are independent ex-

ponentially distributed random variables with param-
eter 1/σ,

• the service rate is independent of the queue length; 
servers do not go faster because the line is longer,

• the population of customers of the service provider is 
limited to k customers; there are no other limits to the 
number of the queue,

• the customer who enter the service provider earlier 
is served earlier (i.e. FIFO discipline); there are no 
priority classifications for any arrival.

Considering these assumptions, the service provider can 
be described by the queueing model of type “M/M/r - finite 
number of customers” (Hudoklin Božič, 2003).

3.2 Service provider performance 
measures

Applying the queuing theory approach the following quan-
titative characteristics (i.e. performance measures) of the 
service provider can be calculated:

Traffic intensity: 
r
αρ
σ

=    (1)

The value ρ is usually called a utilization factor, and repre-
sents a fraction of time the servers are busy.

Probability that there are exactly i customers at the ser-
vice provider (i.e. in the system), i=1..k:
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The value i includes the customers currently being served, 
as well as the customers in the queue who wait for the 
service.

Probability that a customer who enter the service pro-
vider cannot be served immediately, but has to wait for the 
service:

1
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Since èp  represent the fraction of customers, who cannot 

be served immediately, 1 èp−  is the fraction of customers 
who can be served immediately, without waiting.

Expected number of customers at the service provider 
(i.e. in the system4): 

0
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Expected number of waiting customers (i.e. the length of 
the queue): 
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Expected waiting time (i.e. time a customer spends in the 
queue before service begins):
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Expected total waiting time (i.e. total time a customer 
spends at the service provider, including service and wait-
ing time):

1 
4 Number of customers in the system includes the customers being served as well as the customers waiting for the service.
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1( ) ( )qE W E W
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The symbol S in equations (2), (3) and (4) denotes the sum, 
which can be calculated as follows:
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The measures (2) to (8) can be used as optimization criteria 
in defining the desired or acceptable level of service quali-
ty. The optimization criteria can be defined as follows:

• probability of a certain number of customers at the 
service provider should not exceed a predetermined 
value,

• fraction of customers who cannot be served immedi-
ately should not exceed a predetermined value,

• expected number of customers at the service provider 
or the expected number of waiting customers should 
not exceed a predetermined value,

• expected total waiting time or expected waiting time 
in the queue should not exceed a predetermined val-
ue.

Using iteration, we can always determine maximal number 
k of customers or minimal number r of servers to fulfil the 
chosen optimization criterion that ensures effective opera-
tion of the service provider.

3.3 Cost optimization

The goal of cost optimization is to determine such a ser-
vice level which minimizes the total costs of service pro-
vider operation (see Figure 1). It can be seen from Figure 1 
that the total costs of service provider operation consist of 
the service costs and the waiting costs.

The expected total costs of service provider operation   
E(TC) per time unit can therefore be calculated as the sum 
of the expected service costs E(SC) per time unit and the 
expected waiting costs E(WC) per time unit:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )s q wE TC E SC E WC rC E N C= + = +   
     
     (10)

where CS represents the cost per time unit of each serv-
er, while CW denotes the opportunity cost per time unit of 
waiting by customers. Using iteration, we can always de-
termine the number of servers r, which ensures the mini-
mal value of E(TC).

3.4 Numerical example

The usefulness of our model will be demonstrated with a 
hypothetical example. Since all the data, used in the exam-
ple were adopted from the actual case studies of Smolej 
et al. (2008) as cited in Prevolnik Rupel et al. (2010) and 
Genet et al. (2013), we think that these results are suffi-
cient to prove the applicability of the model.

Consider a service provider with a personnel team of 
three employees. We assume that on average one customer 
per hour calls or visits the service provider, and the ex-
pected service time is 30 minutes. We want to answer the 
following questions: 

Figure 1: Costs of queueing system operation (Brezavšček, & Baggia, 2014)
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The service provider supplies 15 customers. What are 
the performance measures of the system?

Considering α = 1/h , σ = 2/h , r = 3 and k = 15 , and 
using the equations (1) – (9) we calculate:

Traffic intensity: 0,167ρ =

Fraction of customers who cannot be served im-
mediately and need to wait to be served: 

( )0 1 21 0.994 99.4%Èp p p p= − + + = =

Expected number of customers at the service provider: 

( ) 9.02E N =

Expected number of waiting customers: 

( ) 6.03qE N =

Expected total waiting time: 

( ) 1.51 90.6E W h min= =

Expected waiting time in the queue: 

( ) 1.01 60.6qE W h min= =

The results show that under given circumstances the 
service provider does not ensure the acceptable level of 
service quality. Almost all the customers have to wait for 
the service, while the expected waiting time is quite long 
(more than 1 hour). To prevent the dissatisfaction of cus-
tomers, such a system needs improvements.

How will the performance measures change if the ser-
vice provider employs another worker?

We repeat the calculation considerin α = 1/h , σ = 2/h , 
k = 15 and r = 4.We obtain:

Traffic intensity: 0.125ρ =

Fraction of customers who cannot be served immediately 
and need to wait to be served:

 ( )0 1 2 31 0.919 91.9%Èp p p p p= − + + + = =

Expected number of customers at the service provider: 

( ) 7.24E N =

Expected number of waiting customers:

 ( ) 3.36qE N =

Expected total waiting time: 

( ) 0.93 55.8E W h min= =

Expected waiting time in the queue: 

( ) 0.43 25.8qE W h min= =

It is evident that employment of additional staff results 
in considerable improvement of all the measures of the 
service provider. However, we are not sure whether we 
achieved an optimal level of service that meets the needs of 
customers and, with that, contributed to their satisfaction. 
We can further deepen the analysis and adapt the operation 
of the provider to specific and pre-set requirements. 

What is the maximal number of customers can the per-
sonnel team of four workers supply if we want to ensure 
that at least 15% of customers entering the service provid-
er will be served immediately, meaning that at most 85% 
of them need to wait to be served?

Mathematical formulation of the optimization criterion 
can be written as follows: pč ≤ 0.85. Taking into account 
that α = 1/h , σ = 2/h and r = 4 we select the initial val-
ue of k, and according the equations (4), (2), (3) and (9) 
calculate the characteristics of the service provider under 
consideration. Using iteration, we then determine the max-
imal value of k to fulfil the stated optimization criterion. 
The results are:

k = 12 => pč = 0.721  => The optimization criterion is ful-
filled, k can be increased.

k = 13 => pč = 0.805  =>  The optimization criterion is 
fulfilled, k can be increased.

k = 14 => pč = 0.87  =>  The optimization criterion is not 
fulfilled, 14 customers are too many.

From the obtained results, we can conclude that if we want 
to fulfil the stated optimization criterion (at least 15% of 
customers of the service provider should be served imme-
diately; at most 85% of them needs to wait to be served), 
the service provider with four employees can supply at 
most 13 customers.

Suppose that the number of customers suddenly in-
creases from 15 to 20. What is the minimal number of em-
ployees needed to ensure that the expected waiting time 
will not exceed 20 minutes?

The optimization criterion can be written as: E(Wq) ≤ 20 
min = 0.33h.

Taking into account that α = 1/h , σ = 2/h and k = 20 we 
select the initial value of r, and according the equations (8) 
and (9) calculate the characteristics of the service provider 
under consideration. Using iteration, we then determine 
the minimal value of r to fulfil the stated optimization cri-
terion. The results are:
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6 ( ) 0.25 15qr E W h min= ⇒ = =   
The optimization criterion is fulfilled, r can be decreased.

5 ( ) 0,523 31.38qr E W h min= ⇒ = =  
The optimization criterion is fulfilled, r can be decreased.

4 ( ) 1 60qr E W h min= ⇒ = =
The optimization criterion is not fulfilled, 4 servers are not 
enough.

If we want to fulfil the optimization criterion (i.e. the ser-
vice provider who supply 20 customers should ensure that 
the expected waiting time will not exceed 20 minutes), the 
personnel team should employ at least five workers.

Suppose that C5 = €/h6.50 and Cw = €/h4,30. How 
many employees should the service provider who sup-
plies 15 customers employ if we want to ensure that the 
expected total costs of provider operation per time unit are 
minimal?

Considering α = 1/h , σ = 2/h and k = 15, and using the 
equation (6) we can determine the value r which ensures 
the minimum of the cost function (10). Results are given in 

Table 1 and Figure 2. It can be seen that under given condi-
tions the expected total costs of service provider operation 
are minimal when the provider employs five servers.

4 Discussion and conclusion

The aging population is currently one of the main issues 
facing international healthcare systems. A recognized fact 
is that with advancing age, the rates of developing health 
problems and chronic disease will increase and the demand 
for healthcare resources will escalate. Consequently, this 
will impact the healthcare institutions and LTC facilities 
(Lovell, 2006). All countries in Europe are experiencing an 
ageing of their populations, and this trend is projected to 
continue. This process is often regarded as a primary cause 
of upward pressure on healthcare costs. 

The growth of population aging is also reported for 
Slovenia. This raises many fundamental questions for pol-
icy makers; therefore, much more activity from the state, 
local communities, relatives and the rest of the social en-
vironment is needed. In the ENEPRI research report (Pre-
volnik Rupel et al., 2010), actions focused on the improve-
ment of elder care system in Slovenia are described. For 
example, in 2004 different forms of homecare started to 

Table 1: Summary of cost optimization of service provider operation

Figure 2: Expected cost of service provider operation

R 2 3 4 5 6
E(SC) 13 19.5 26 32.5 39
E(Nq) 9.00 6.03 3.36 1.53 0.59

E(WC) 38.70 25.91 14.44 6.57 2.53
E(TC) 51.70 45.41 40.44 39.07 41.53
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develop, offered by homes for the elderly, centres for so-
cial work, and different voluntary institutions and organi-
zations. Unfortunately, the connection among providers of 
different kinds of services is weak, which lowers the effi-
ciency of the service. There are also distinct differences in 
the accessibility of services for persons in the institutional 
care and persons in homecare as well as high regional dif-
ferences in the availability of these services. Furthermore, 
the estimated number of people with severe unmet needs 
suggests that there are significant opportunities for social 
policy changes and development of new public and private 
services for older people in need, as well as for the inte-
gration of fragmented LTC (Hlebec, 2016a). These state-
ments confirm the ascertainment that there exists a need 
for development of additional type of the formal homecare 
services for the elderly in Slovenia. 

In this paper, a new type of formal organizational form 
of homecare services for elderly people has been exam-
ined. All essential characteristics of such an organization, 
which have to be considered during the establishment of 
a service provider, have been defined. The focus of our 
study was oriented towards planning of optimal capacities 
of personnel team to ensure an appropriate level of ser-
vice quality. For this purpose, we developed a model based 
on a queuing theory approach. Using the model, different 
performance measures of the service provider are calcu-
lated. Furthermore, the optimal service capacity is deter-
mined, which minimizes the total cost of service provider 
operation. The usefulness of the model was illustrated by 
a numerical example. Results obtained proved that such 
an analysis provides valuable information for decision 
making, which is valuable, especially in the preliminary 
phase of service provider establishment. Economic anal-
ysis helps the management of service provider to make a 
trade-off between the increased costs of providing a higher 
service level and the decreased waiting costs of customers 
derived from providing that service.

In that development of the model, we identified two 
important features that we attempted to follow: 

• The model should reflect the random nature of elder-
ly (customers) requests as well as random nature of 
service times.

• The model should be sufficiently simple to be useful 
in practice.

We found the queueing models to be the natural candidate 
in view of both features. We note that detailed simulation 
models may also capture the stochastic nature, but due to 
the limited availability of data and process information, we 
opted for simple models that reflect the key characteristics 
of the elder care delivery process. Such models demon-
strate the key principles for supporting staffing decisions 
on a strategic or tactical level and are sufficiently simple to 
implement (van Eden et al., 2016).

We assume a simple M/M/r model, which anticipates 

that both the interarrival and the service times may be well 
approximated by an exponential distribution. While the as-
sumption of exponentially distributed interarrival times is 
quite justified, such conclusions for care delivery durations 
are less affirmative. This is also the main limitation of our 
study. To prove this assumption, empirical data on the ac-
tual care delivery process would be necessary. Moreover, 
the time needed for the traveling of care workers to cus-
tomers should also be considered. 

In our opinion, the development of a formal homecare 
service provider network would have many positive ef-
fects on society as a whole. First, we expect a great posi-
tive impact on the quality of elderly life, especially in the 
rural areas where a lack of institutional care support exists. 
Since the idea is based on the market fundamentals, it can 
represent an opportunity to reduce the existing share of 
unemployed young people. The idea is also in accordance 
with Slovenian LTC strategy, which defines that the LTC 
of the future is to be oriented towards homecare (Prevolnik 
Rupel et al., 2010).

Despite the fact that long-term elder care will become 
increasingly necessary in the next decades, the body of 
operations research (OR) literature directed on this topic 
remains quite limited (van Eden et al., 2016). We agree 
with the authors who have challenged the researchers in 
the field of OR to put more emphasis on research on long-
term elder care. They emphasized that finding usable data 
will be an important first step for future research in this 
promising field, as reliable and valid information is scarce 
and seldom collected. Nevertheless, the most important 
challenge for future research will be to not overemphasize 
the importance of efficiency because the needs and pref-
erences of the elderly customers should always be kept in 
mind when researching this area.
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Socialni servis kot organizacijska oblika podpore starostnikom na domu: vzpostavitev in planiranje kapac-
itet

Uvod. Staranje populacije ima pomembne učinke na evropsko družbo. Z naraščanjem deleža ostarelih naraščajo 
stroški zdravstvene oskrbe kakor tudi potreba po storitvah dolgotrajne oskrbe. Ker z razpoložljivimi kapacitetami 
formalne oskrbe ni mogoče zadostiti vsem zahtevam starostnikov, je zaznati povečano potrebo po storitvah oskrbe 
na domu. Rezultati nekaterih raziskav, izvedenih v Sloveniji, nakazujejo na neenakomerno geografsko razporeditev 
ponudbe formalne oskrbe za starostnike ter izkazujejo velike razlike med posameznimi občinami. Kljub razmeroma 
zadovoljivemu stanju na nekaterih bolj razvitih območjih smo predvsem na podeželskih predelih še vedno priča pre-
cejšnjemu deležu starostnikov, katerih potrebe po oskrbi niso zadovoljene. Slednje utemeljuje potrebo po vzpostavit-
vi dodatnih storitev formalne oskrbe za starostnike na njihovih domovih.
Metode. Čeprav strokovnjaki poudarjajo številne prednosti, ki jih jima oskrba starostnikov na domu v primerjavi z 
formalno obliko oskrbe, rezultati več študij dokazujejo, da je stopnja oskrbe slovenskih starostnikov na njihovih do-
movih nezadovoljiva in neenakomerno porazdeljena po državi. Za omilitev tega problema predstavljamo v prispevku 
novo organizacijsko obliko formalne oskrbe za starostnike na domu, imenovano socialni servis. Poleg enostavnih 
zdravstvenih storitev, bi socialni servis lahko pokrival širok spekter storitev, prilagojenim starostnikom, od pomoči 
v gospodinjstvu, socialnih, transportnih storitev, ipd. Vzpostavitev take organizacije mora biti skrbno načrtovana in 
premišljena, saj je potrebno, če želimo zagotoviti željene učinke, upoštevati specifične značilnosti in potrebe ciljne 
populacije.
Rezultati. Cilj prispevka je podati temeljne smernice, ki jih je potrebno upoštevati pri ustanavljanju socialnega servi-
sa. Definirane so vse pomembne organizacijske karakteristike, ki jim mora socialni servis zadoščati. Za zagotovitev 
ustreznega nivoja kakovosti nudenih storitev je ključna aktivnost planiranje optimalnih kapacitet osebja. V ta namen 
smo socialni servis obravnavali kot sistem množične strežbe. Razvili smo model, ki omogoča planiranje kapacitet 
osebja socialnega servisa upoštevaje različne parametre učinkovitosti. Uporabnost modela smo ponazorili s hipo-
tetičnim numeričnim primerom. Ugotovili smo, da dobljeni rezultati predstavljajo koristno informacijo za odločanje 
predvsem v preliminarni fazi načrtovanja in vzpostavitve socialnega servisa.
Diskusija in zaključek. Po našem mnenju bi imela vzpostavitev mreže socialnih servisov številne pozitivne učinke. 
Nedvomno bi taka storitev pozitivno vplivala na kakovost vsakdanjega življenja starostnikov, predvsem na področ-
jih, kjer je zaznati primanjkljaj obstoječe infrastrukture formalne oskrbe. Socialni servis lahko predstavlja atraktivno 
zaposlitveno priložnost za populacijo mladih brezposelnih. Poleg tega je ideja v skladu s slovensko strategijo dol-
gotrajne oskrbe, ki je usmerjena k povečanju oskrbe starostnikov na domu. Smernice, ki smo jih oblikovali v prispe-
vku, skupaj s kvantitativnim modelom za planiranje optimalnih kapacitet zagotavljajo dobre temelje za vzpostavitev 
učinkovitega socialnega servisa.

Ključne besede: starostniki; socialni servis; planiranje kapacitet; optimizacija stroškov; teorija množične strežbe
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